**Cleaner Degreaser**

*Industrial Strength Cleaner*

- Non-Flammable / Water-Based
- Use on Engines, Fuel Tanks, Holding Tanks, Grease Traps, Plastics, Wood, Fiberglass, & Painted Surfaces

---

**Cleans and Degreases in One Application**

POR-15® Cleaner Degreaser removes grease, oil, mildew, algae, soap films, and wax. The POR-15® Cleaner Degreaser high-tech formulation emulsifies the heaviest dirt and grease with extreme efficiency to leave the surface cleaner than ever before. POR-15® Cleaner Degreaser is formulated with the highest quality surfactants to specifically clean the substrate and prepare for coating with POR-15® Rust Preventive Coating. Use POR-15® Cleaner Degreaser for cleaning and degreasing machinery parts, turbine blades, diesel engines, compressors, transformers, bulkheads, deck plates, bilge areas; removal of oily deposits found in closed systems such as air conditioning, boiler tubes, compressor lines, heat exchangers and coils; removal of light distillates, mineral oils, heavy grease, degreasing all metal surfaces, plastics, wood, fiberglass, painted surfaces. POR-15® Cleaner Degreaser is a water-based product.

---

**Features:**

- Easy to use water-based industrial strength multi-purpose cleaner
- Fast-acting
- Available in quarts, gallons, 5-gallon pails or drums
- Can be diluted 4:1 up to 10:1 with water
- Unlimited shelf-life
- Broad materials and surface compatibility
- Non-corrosive
- Non-flammable
- Quickly removes the toughest dirt, grease and filth
- Removes corrosive brake dust easily
- Rinses clean with zero residue
- Super concentrated formula

---

**PRODUCT** | **SIZE** | **CODE**
---|---|---
Cleaner Degreaser | Gal. | 40101
Cleaner Degreaser | Qt. | 40104
Product Information

Product Description

POR-15® Cleaner Degreaser represents a revolutionary breakthrough in metal cleaners. It is non-flammable, water-based, and has no noxious odors, chlorinated solvents, or petroleum products.

Cleans and degreases metal, plastic, wood, fiberglass, and painted surfaces including engines, fuel tanks and transformers. Also works well on closed systems including air conditioning, boiler tubes, compressor lines, heat exchangers and coils.

Application Information

Proper surface preparation is essential to achieve a high quality finish. Wear proper protection, which may include gloves, eye protection, and/or other protective devices.

IMPORTANT: POR-15® Cleaner Degreaser should always be diluted with hot water. Four parts water to one part Cleaner Degreaser (4:1) works well for most jobs; but may be diluted up to ten parts water to one part Cleaner Degreaser (10:1). After using Cleaner Degreaser rinse job thoroughly with water. Metal Surfaces cleaned with Cleaner Degreaser should always then be treated with POR-15® Metal Prep before painting.

Safety Information

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. USE ONLY WITH ADEQUATE VENTILATION.

WARNING!: Contains material that may cause target organ damage. May be harmful if inhaled, swallowed or if in direct contact with skin. Do not breathe vapor or spray mist. Do not ingest. Do not get in eyes or on skin or clothing. Contains material that may cause target organ damage, based on animal studies. NOTICE: Reports have associated repeated and prolonged occupational overexposure to solvents with permanent brain and central nervous system damage. Intentional misuse by deliberately concentrating and inhaling the contents may be harmful or fatal. Use only with adequate ventilation. Do not breathe vapor or spray mist. Ensure fresh air entry during use. Open windows and doors or use other means to ensure fresh air entry during application and drying. If you experience eye watering, headache or dizziness or if air monitoring demonstrates vapor/mist levels are above applicable limits, wear an appropriate, properly fitted respirator (NIOSH-approved) during and after application. Follow respirator manufacturer’s direction for respirator use. Keep container tightly closed when not in use. Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing. Do not get in eyes, on skin or clothing. Wash thoroughly after handling.

FIRST AID: IF SWALLOWED: Wash out mouth with water. DO NOT induce vomiting unless directed by medical personnel; immediately call Poison Control Center and have label available. FOR SKIN CONTACT: Wash thoroughly with soap and water. Remove contaminated clothing and shoes. Get medical attention immediately. Wash clothing and shoes before reuse. FOR EYE CONTACT: Flush eyes immediately with plenty of fresh water. Remove contact lenses. Continue eye flushing with water for at least 15 minutes occasionally lifting upper and lower eyelids; get medical attention immediately. FOR INHALATION: If you experience difficulty breathing, leave area to obtain fresh air. If continued breathing difficulty is experienced, get medical attention immediately.

Wear appropriate personal protective equipment. For skin protection wear protective clothing impervious to ingredients listed. For eye protection wear safety glasses with side shields or splash-proof goggles. Avoid eating, drinking and smoking in areas where this material is handled, stored or used. Empty containers retain product residue and can be hazardous. Do not reuse container.

If spilled, contain spilled material and remove with inert absorbent. Dispose of contaminated absorbent, container and unused contents in accordance with local, state and federal regulations.

Transport and Store Upright Only in original container and protected from direct sunlight or heat exposure. Do not store in unlabeled container. Use appropriate containment to avoid environmental contamination. Before opening container, read all warning labels. Follow all precautions.

CONTAINS: Water (7732-18-5), Potassium Hydroxide (1310-58-3), Butyl Cellosolve (111-76-2), Ethoxylated Undecyl Alcohol (127036-24-2)

VOC as applied (4:1) = 4.3 gr/L (0.42% w/w)

Refer to Material Safety Data Sheet available upon request for further safety and handling information.